by turn prevailed, from Hippocrates to the existing period.
The instability of those theories, and the obvious obscurities presented by the picture of the healing art to the greater number of physicians, seem at first view to authorize a conclusion, that medicine is the least exact, and the most conjectural, of all the sciences. This notion, which is utterly false, has been favoured by the unjust as well as imprudent criticism that has been conferred on the ancient practice in medicine, and by the extravagant praise given to the labours of the modern schools.
What can persons in general think of a science, which, they say, after having existed two thousand ages, has entirely changed its face within the space of twenty years i In their eyes, medicine can be merely a vain display of rules without a solid basis, and of precepts devoid of utility :?uncertainty is its characteristic; its results, in society, must be either nugatory or deleterious; and the healing art can only be one of those happy frauds, which console the human species by throwirfg a veil over sad realities.
A popular prejudice has thus been strengthened by the very circumstances which should destroy it; and thus, when medicine daily witnesses the confirmation of those axioms on which it rests, the unfavourable opinion that has been conceived respecting it, has become more fortified from day to day. 
